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American Thought. By WOODBRIDGE RILEY. New York, Henry 
Holt & Co., I9I5.-PP. viii, 373. 

The scope and intention of Professor Riley's book is fairly indicated 
by the titles of his ten chapters. These are, in order: Puritanism, 
Early Idealism, Deism, Materialism, Realism, Transcendentalism, 
Evolutionism, Modern Idealism, Pragmatism, and Notes on the New 
Realism. Each of these chapters is in the form of an essay character- 
izing a metaphysical movement, sometimes a formal school, sometimes 
a dispersed sentiment. As the several movements are taken in the 
order of their introduction, the book has the general features of a 
history of American thought; and this historical character of the work 
is accentuated by its mode of treatment,-sketches of personalities 
and outlines of doctrines standing out above the vein of critical com- 
ment. There is also a typical developmental generalization, of the 
sort that lifts an historical work from mere chronicle to the field of 
theory: "In the seventeenth century we find men's interest chiefly 
centered about God. In the eighteenth century that interest is 
twofold: it concerns itself with nature as well as with God. In the 
nineteenth century the interest has transferred itself mainly to nature. 
The same transfer of thought takes place in politics. In the seven- 
teenth century the interest centers in the king; in the eighteenth cen- 
tury in both king and people; in the nineteenth century the people fill 
the foreground." This indicates the point of view from which 
Professor Riley conceives his work: metaphysical speculation in 
America must be interpreted against a background of social facts; 
in the earlier period these are predominantly political,-hence, his 
generalization; in the later period, of contemporary thought, physio- 
graphical and racial factors are made the stresses of differentiation. 
History as determined by environment is the motive by means of 
which the author would unify his subject. 

And yet this motive is by no means so important in the consequence 
as in the pronouncement. It maintains its pertinence in the initial 
chapters reasonably well, but it fades as the book progresses and is 
forgotten at the end. At the last, the character of thought itself is 
so complex that the greater complexity of the national conditions 
whence it emerges is not even imaginatively suggested, and the 
historical presuppositions of the work disappear. In fact, Professor 
Riley's book is somewhat readily divisible into two groups of essays- 
chapters I to VI, forming something short of half the text, being 
actuated by the historian's consciousness, chapters VII to X, dealing 
with contemporary schools, being critical and at times controversial in 
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spirit. Doubtless this is natural enough (for it is no easy thing to 
maintain one's contemporaries in perspective), but it spoils the 
historical unity of the work. 

Conceived as a history, there are other conspicuous lacks. To 
begin with, the book wants documentation. Few readers can be 
supposed to be acquainted with the whole body of literature, especially 
in that earlier field which Professor Riley has made distinctively his 
own, and none, I imagine, but would feel grateful for more liberal and 
explicit references and a more frequent citation of the ipsissima verba 
of the authors studied. Professor Riley employs the method of 
condensed paraphrase, frequently without citation of opus or locus, 
-a method which not only destroys harmony of style, owing to that 
imitative coloration of the phrasing which is inevitable to it, but which 
also, when as in this case the author mingles criticism with exposition, 
leads to exasperating uncertainties on the part of the reader. A 
thoroughly capable example of stylistic shoddiness, due to this method, 
is the paragraph on Witherspoon, pp. I27-I28; and this is no solitary 
instance. As is the custom of the day, a 'select bibliography' is 
given at the end of the volume; but it is of no particular value in the 
reading of the text,-and in passing, it might be remarked that such 
bibliographies are of real assistance to students only when accompanied 
by notes characterizing the content and significance of the works cited. 

Even more serious, if the book is to be regarded as a history, are 
the defects of matter. Very likely there is no conspicuous metaphysical 
movement in America which Professor Riley has altogether missed 
(unless we regard some of the more popular religious philosophizing 
as metaphysics), but so far as the contemporary movements are 
concerned he has given accounts that are neither historically full nor 
proportionate. Names of not a few of the elder generation of living 
philosophers, who have done much to shape our thought, are conspicu- 
ously absent; books that have been the talk of their day, and are pre- 
sumably not yet forgotten, find no mention; the work of only one 
philosophical journal, and that one long defunct, is characterized; 
and viewing philosophy as predominantly the work of the chair in this 
country, Professor Riley's academic map of the United States will be 
found to be sparsely dotted. Surely there is something approaching 
absurdity in endeavoring to give a historical view of American idealism 
on the sole basis of the work of Harris and Royce and Ladd; or in 
omitting from a characterization of contemporary thought the psycho- 
logical and epistemological contributions of men of the calibre of 
Marshall and Fullerton and Strong; or in ignoring Santayana in the 
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discussion of realism. But doubtless Professor Riley's reply would 
be that his American Thought is not a sketch of the history of philos- 
ophy in the United States, but a group of essays upon its characteristic 
phases. So conceived, it is a pleasure to own that the author has 
given us a stimulating and suggestive book. There are still defici- 
encies, if we judge by the title; for "American thought" suggests to 
the mind unprepared many other forms of mental activity besides the 
metaphysical,-political, social, scientific, aesthetic,-which must be 
taken into any complete account of the national mind, even on its 
speculative side, and which Professor Riley leaves untouched. But 
within the metaphysical field which alone he cultivates, he has missed 
no movement of importance; he has succeeded in bringing out the 
various lines of thought with definition; and it is surely a valuable ex- 
ercise for any thinker to see his problems in the light of the body of 
ideas with which custom and tradition have surrounded him. 

The program of the book might be expressed in some such fashion 
as this: The seventeenth century brought Calvinistic theism to the 
New World shores, but Calvinistic predestinarianism and self- 
depreciation could not persistently thrive in the free and vital life 
of a nature-conquering race. Hence, in the eighteenth century 
Calvinism rapidly succumbed to the optimistic deism of English and 
the free-thinking materialism of French importation. Scotch realism, 
the next comer, likewise found a friendly soil in a country whose 
problems were mainly outward and material, while Berkeleyan 
idealism was suffocated for want of a congenial atmosphere of inner 
subtlety. Nevertheless, Puritanism had in itself an ineradicable 
spark of the idealistic fire, and this, new-colored with optimism, burst 
into the brilliantly variegated transcendentalist nature-worship of the 
Concord school, our first " native philosophy." But the turn of 
attention, from God to nature, was fatal to a consistent idealism; and 
here the conflict of science and religion emerges, immensely intensified 
by the reception of the Darwinian doctrine and the Spencerian philos- 
ophy of evolution. In this we find the entire stress of thought laid 
on the material universe, with the spiritual disappearing. Meantime, 
however, German immigration had brought the fatherland's idealism 
into prospect, and at least the universities were captivated by the 
theorizings of the philosophers of the absolute, first acclimated by 
Harris, then romanticized by Royce, and finally critically adapted 
to the scientific spirit by Ladd. But in all this there was as yet no 
national American philosophy; transcendentalism was native, but 
adapted only to New England; the others were importations. Pro- 
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fessor Riley gives us the impression that all along the soul of the nation 
had been longing for a philosophy that it could call its own, dissatisfied 
with Old World offerings, blindly fumbling for its own inmost possi- 
bilities. At last its eyes are opened and national thought "emerges 
triumphantly in pragmatism," the philosophy of the practical. 
Peirce, Dewey and James represent the successively logical, social and 
emotional steps in the development of this philosophy-a development 
which, as our author sees it, represents the decline from science to 
temperament, from reason to jubilation. Yet even here the tale is 
not ended. In pragmatism, to be sure, we have, at last a true all- 
American philosophy, suited to our practical and boisterous life; but 
we live in hurrying times, and the twentieth century cannot be 
expected to remain content with anything that harks back to the 
fin de siecle. Neo-realism is the newest of schools, and, if we may 
draw inferences from impressions, it is the one which, in our author's 
opinion, strikes a final and authentic note,-as it were, a precocious 
child austerely reprimanding its befuddled masters. 

I see that I have been led into metaphor. The reader of Professor 
Riley's last chapters will hardly wonder at this, for he will have just 
turned from such a display of figurative discourse as leaves the mind 
bewildered with its own illumination. Apparently the quiet vocabu- 
lary of reason is regarded as no fitting vehicle for a true impression of 
current American thought; we must never forget the land in which 
we live; and so, in place of logical analysis of doctrine, we are familiar- 
ized with the clatter of cash-register and ticker, the hoot of the klaxon, 
and the jangling cant of politics and enterprise. The style gives all 
the breathless suspense of the 'movie,' but it also gives one the 
cinema's uneasy suspicion of having lost the substance of the show,- 
in this case, the sense of the argument. Doubtless Professor Riley 
does not expect anyone to accept his characterizations of the several 
philosophies as more than sketches, drawn with a touch of the car- 
toonist exaggeration; and doubtless he will be very well content to 
leave in his reader's mind the image his book suggests to me-of a 
somewhat impudent child precociously lecturing his elders,-always 
with the proviso that the lectures are interesting. 

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA. 

H. B. ALEXANDER. 
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